WARNING: Make certain the Work Platform is in proper position before climbing. Wing Enterprises, Inc. assumes no liability for damages or injury which may result by failing to follow all user instructions.

LITTLE GIANT® WORK PLATFORM

WARRANTY

Wing Enterprises, Inc. warrants each new Work Platform, to original purchaser thereof, to be free from defects in workmanship and materials when operated under normal conditions and maintained properly. This warranty covers all parts of the Work Platform.

This warranty shall be in effect for a period of 1 year from date of purchase. This shall be in lieu of any other warranty, expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Certain states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts. The above limitation may not apply to you.

Wing Enterprises, Inc. will repair or replace, at its option and without cost to the original purchaser, any Work Platform which has been found defective and is within the period of warranty. All freight to and from factory is to be paid by the customer. The factory address is: Wing Enterprises, Inc., 1198 N. Spring Creek Place, Springville, Utah 84663.

The liability of Wing Enterprises, Inc. under this warranty shall be limited solely to repair or replacement of the Work Platform within the warranty period; Wing Enterprises, Inc., shall not be liable, under any circumstances, for consequential or incidental damages, including, but not limited to, personal injury or labor costs. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations or exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty gives the original purchaser specific legal rights, and you may have other rights which vary from state to state.

Under no circumstances will Wing Enterprises, Inc., be responsible for any expense in connection with any repairs made by anyone other than the factory or authorized service station unless such repairs have been specifically authorized in writing by Wing Enterprises, Inc.

DANGER

1. Inspect upon receipt and before each use. Never use a damaged, bent, or broken Work Platform.
2. Make sure nuts and bolts are tight before using.
3. Make sure the Work Platform is extended fully before standing.
4. Never lay tools on the Work Platform when used as a standing platform.
5. Never reach down to adjust the Work Platform while standing on it.
6. Never use the Work Platform if standing surface becomes slick from water, ice, snow or other substances.
7. Heed other warnings and instructions found on the ladder and in the Operation and Safety instructions manual.

Caution: Heed the warning labels placed on the Work Platform.

The Work Platform may be used to stand on or as a tool tray.
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1. Release the lock assemblies, and pull the inner ladder assembly completely out of the outer ladder bases.

2. Open the inner ladder assembly to the A-frame position until both hinges lock. This is the first of two trestles needed for the scaffolding function.

3. Face the two outer assemblies in the same direction (back to front).

4. Place one of the lock tabs into the hole of the second outer section. Repeat on the other side.

5. Lower the outer section with the unused lock assemblies 1/2 inch. Spread the opposite outer ladder base to form the second A-frame trestle. Doing this incorrectly may cause damage to the ladder.

6. Rotate forked ears on the Work Platform to the position indicated. Ensure nuts and bolts are tightly fastened.

7. Place the Work Platform on the third rung down between the outer ladder bases. The wire hooks of the Work Platform should rest on the outer rung that faces inward.

8. Press down on the Work Platform until it locks in a horizontal position. This section is now ready for use as a second trestle.

9. Spread apart the two trestles and place the Telescoping Plank at the desired height. Make sure the safety hooks are being used correctly at both ends of the plank (See photos below).

The Telescoping Plank has two safety hooks on each end that keep the Plank from sliding off the trestles when placed correctly. This safety feature (Stopper) on the plank keeps the plank sections from separating.

Warning: Do not use outer or inner sections of ladder as separate stepladders. Do not use as a trestle without using the Little Giant Work Platform as a spreader. Heed the warning label placed on the outer ladder half regarding the use of the Work Platform as a spreader attachment. Heed all safety instructions and warnings on all Little Giant Ladders.